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ABSTRACT

We present an e�cient method able to extract a shadow
model from a scene� exploiting the HLS color compo�
nents� The algorithm allows to recover target shapes in
diurnal scene for improved identi�cation� It is based on
the realization of a General Bitmap Model and a more
particular Strip Bitmap Model to identify shadow re�
gions� Each pixel in the image is classi�ed as shadow or
not by a minimum distance approach to these models�

� Introduction

In the last years many di�erent approaches have been
proposed to detect� locate and recognize targets in out�
door scenes ��	
���
�� These techniques are mainly based
on feature detection and tracking� frames di�erence ac�
cumulation� and optical ow computation� Typically
the results are given in term of binary masks where mov�
ing regions are �rst labeled and then grouped according
to their motion parameters�
The performances of the previous algorithms are quite

good when target detection and tracking is involved�
Nevertheless� they all su�er for a common problem when
target shape estimation and�or classi�cation is involved�
namely� the moving regions that are detected belong to
the targets and to their shadows as well� The reason is
that motion information is similar for each target and its
shadow� Moreover� the shadows tend to produce scene
changes in proximity of the related targets� So it is very
di�cult to discriminate them by using motion based
techniques and�or di�erential techniques� To improve
the target tracking� shape estimation and classi�cation�
this paper proposes a processing chain for shadow re�
moval� The algorithm works on the binary masks pro�
duced by a generic segmentation algorithm for moving
target detection and on the image sequence produced
by a monocular color sensor�
The e�ciency of the procedure has been tested in a

typical application� the oversee of a parking ��g� 	��
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Figure 	� A typical frame of the parking sequence�

where a typical low quality �xed camera was installed to
control a large area� This choice allowed to test our ap�
proach with various kind of lighting� due to atmospheric
conditions and the di�erent hours of the day�

In fact� the shadows removing task requires to con�
sider di�erent problems� First of all� the sun can
be viewed as a punctual light source �discarding the
multiple�lighting problem� but� anyhow� sunlight is
quite variable depending on the position in the sky� the
season and the atmospheric conditions� Consequently
shadows generated by the objects in the scene may be
very remarkable or absent at all and a well done algo�
rithm should be able to identify the shadow model at a
given time and to quickly adapt to any lighting change�
Moreover� we need to include the shadows �ltering in
a tracking system suitable for low�cost application and
the entire system should work in real time �for instance�
at � frames per second� on a low power machine �for
our tests a PC with DSP dedicated card has been used�
reserving a small time slot for the shadows analysis of
each frame� This limitation implies good performances
with fast� well optimized procedures to reduce the com�
putation time as far as possible� but giving up high pre�
cisions�
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Figure �� The reference image of �g� 	�

� Shadow �ltering

Like many colors images segmentation algorithms we
do not use the RGB color space because in this space
the numerical metrics do not represent color di�erences
in a uniform scale� Therefor we chose the HLS �Hue�
Luminosity� Saturation� color system�
We assume that the shadow removing system receives

from a module devoted to identify moving targets an
input constituted by�

� the current HLS frame�

� the binary image with the targets �blobs� identi�ed
�blob image��

� the list of the bounding boxes containing targets�

The output is a binary image in which those part of
targets identi�ed as shadow are removed�

��� Getting shadow model from a steady scene

To achieve a reliable shadow �ltering it is necessary to
build a chromatic model of shadow to be used as refer�
ence when new targets are examined� Since few a pri�
ori constraints on shadow can be assumed� the model
research is performed at runtime and kept up to date
with continuous observations� It is realized with two dif�
ferent approaches� the former looks for shadows where
it is spatially more probable to �nd them considering
the scene disposition� the latter relies on the consider�
ation that shadows when no lighting modi�cation hap�
pens should be very similar one to the other in spite
of the highly chromatic variation of the other parts of
targets�
In the �rst approach it is essential the analysis of those

parts of the scene where targets usually advance and
do not stop� so that a great part of the oor can be
seen �for instance� in a parking they are the passages
between rows of cars�� Under these conditions we can
start by analyzing this part of the scene to �nd shadows
generated by stationary objects� The procedure is as
the following�

Figure �� GBM for �g� 	 before and after the morpho�
logic regularization�

	� A binary reference image is de�ned� this image�
part of the total scene� is realized just once at the
installation of the system� since we consider a �xed
TV camera� In �g� � it is reported the one related
to the scene of �g� 	

�� All the pixels which belong to the reference� which
satisfy a uniformity criterion with respect to their
eight neighbors and which are not part of blobs of
the current blob image are considered�

�� These pixels are treated by a k�means clustering
algorithm� working in the HLS space� The initial�
ization uses the two pixels satisfying point � and
having the maximum and minimum luminosity val�
ues� The k�means algorithm is implemented so that
a weight can be assigned to each color component
to give more emphasis to the greater informative
content� In fact� the separation between shadowy
and sunny parts of the oor is very de�nite in the L
component but not in the H one where small varia�
tions in the RGB values would result in large uc�
tuations and would inuence heavily the clustering
algorithm� So we set a small weight for hue and
a larger one for luminosity and saturation� The k�
means algorithm reaches a good separation between
clusters in less than 	� iterations�

�� The centers of the clusters are examined and the
part of the reference considered shadowy is the one
characterized by the lower luminosity and satura�
tion values �in other words� the darker one��

�� The chromatic values of the shadow cluster are put
in a two dimensional table �representing the H�L
space� see �g� �� which becomes a kind of bitmap
model of shadows �called GBM� General Bitmap
Model��

�� Morphologic erosion and dilatation are performed
to make compact the region contained in the
bitmap model just obtained �see again �g� ��� The
analysis is iterated at a �xed rate to update the
shadow model �in our application the reference is



Figure �� The shadow map for �g� 	�

analyzed each 	�� frames i�e� once a minute� at �
frames per second��

This chain of steps could give a �rst idea of shadow
chromatic characteristic� but it may not work if there
are not steady shadows in the reference �e�g� it is cloudy
day��

��� Masking wide shadows

Another problem arises when we deal with shadows �l�
tering and a big part of the scene is dark due to the
shadow of a building� These zones always show lower
detailed de�nition and contrast in all the � HLS com�
ponents� and it becomes more di�cult� particularly for
dark targets� to separate objects from shadows� How�
ever� we can observe that targets moving in a wide shad�
owy area do not generate their own shadow� Therefore�
if we succeed in identifying these dark parts of the image�
it is realistic to state that everything is moving inside
them are real targets�
The information is stored in the shadow mask� an

image having the same dimension of the image repre�
senting the scene� It must be updated at the same rate
of the reference analysis and it is related to the steady
shadow elements of the scene� To have a background im�
age we report the steady elements of the current frame
in the mask image iteratively� The procedures goes on
till the mask is completely �lled with background ele�
ments �usually less than 	� frames�� Then� starting from
the clusters de�ned in the previous section� this image
is classi�ed computing the Euclidean distance of every
pixel with respect to the clusters centers� if DD �Dis�
tance from Darker� � DL �Distance from Lighter�� the
pixel is marked as a shaded pixel in the shadow mask�
Since the comparison between the two distances is not
very re�ned and spurious parts are present� the shadow
mask is thus cleared by means of a morphologic oper�
ator so that small regions are removed and wide areas
are preserved ��g� ���

��� Getting shadow model from targets sam�

pling

The second way to get a shadow model refers to the sim�
ilarity of the blobs� We assume that chromatic values

of actual targets vary more than their shadows and in�
troduce a matching algorithm to build a shadow model
able to re�ne the previous one� Due to the perspective
of the scene� shadow chromatic values depends also from
the distance from the TV camera �shadows on the top of
the image� far from TV camera� are lighter than that on
the bottom�� So� as we need a good model� the image is
divided in a number ns of stripes to adapt to this local
property of shadows� For each strip a bitmap model is
obtained� The steps of the procedure are as follows�

	� Blob sampling� To choose the blob sampling rate
we must take into account that we do not know the
tracking history of each target and we should avoid
to sample many time the same blob� that may be
slowly moving and be present in the scene for a long
time� On the contrary we would like to get rapidly
a series of signi�cant samples for the matching al�
gorithm so that the system can rapidly adapt to
possibly lighting changes� Our tests show that tak�
ing 	 blob every �� is a good compromise� The cho�
sen blob must not coincide with the eventual wide
shadow of the shadow mask to become a sample�

�� Clustering the samples� The sampled blob is clus�
tered by means of k�means algorithm in the HLS
space with the same weights adopted before to
make less important hue information� The k�means
algorithm works on k starting vectors randomly ini�
tialized basing on k points belonging to the blob�
The algorithm is stopped after 	� iterations and the
clusters centers and the points composing each clus�
ter are stored in a data structure� The data struc�
tures are in the same number of the strips �ns��
and each data structure contains a number N of
samples� where N is su�ciently large to realize a
good matching� The sampled blob is assigned to
the right data structure verifying its bounding box
center position�

�� Matching among clusters� As soon as N samples
are available the matching procedure starts for each
strip�

� For i � 	 to N the Euclidean distance of each
cluster center of the i�th sample with all the
cluster center of other samples is computed�
The two lowest distance values for each sample
are kept� along with their references to the
corresponding points of the cluster�

� A N x k vote matrix is �lled in the following
way� Suppose that the exam of th i�th samples
gives two minimum distance values d� and d��
If d� is the distance between the j�th cluster
of the i�th sample and the l�th cluster of the
k�th sample then two votes are added in the
matrix in position i� j and l� k� the same hap�
pens for d� and for the minimum distances of
other samples�



Figure �� The moving targets of �g� 	 before and after
the shadow removing process�

� The vote matrix is examined looking for the
highest value� the corresponding cluster is
called Cmax�

�� Generating the bitmap model� Each data structure
contains a two dimensional table which represents
the HL space �called SBMi � Strip Bitmap Model
referred to strip i�� The points belonging to Cmax

are inserted in this bitmap model so that for each
instance of a couple hi� li the corresponding item in
the bitmap of coordinates �hi� li� is incremented of
a �xed value a� Then the sample list is cleared to
be �lled again with new samples�

�� Aging the bitmap model� As the shadow �lter must
follow lighting changes an aging mechanism is intro�
duced to keep up to date the bitmap model� When
a samples series is ready� the bitmap model of the
corresponding strip is scanned and each value v�i� j�
is decreased of a �xed value b�

Setting b with respect to a will result in varying the
algorithm memory and thus the decaying rate of old
models with respect to the new ones�

��� Classifying shadows

Once shadow models are available the algorithm is work�
ing fully and blobs �ltering can be done ��g� ��� When
a bounding box is available�

	� Only blob pixels which do not coincide with shadow
mask are considered�

�� A temporary copy of the bounding box is done� HL
blob pixel values are compared with the bitmap
model GBM and those couples of values which
match the model are marked with a de�ned value
�gs�� The same is done with the strip bitmap model
SBMi marking pixels with a di�erent value �ss��

�� All pixels marked with ss are classi�ed immediately
as shadow� while not marked pixels are classi�ed as
actual target� Finally� pixels marked gs are evalu�
ated depending on their position� if they are neigh�
bors of ss pixels they are classi�ed as shadow� oth�
erwise they are target�

�� Morphological �ltering is done to regularize the re�
sults�

We note that the saturation value S is taken into account
by controlling that shadow pixels� values remain into the
variance of the de�ned models�

� Results

The algorithm has been tested on many sequences ac�
quired from videotapes recorded by a TV camera placed
on the top of a building in front of a parking� To emulate
the real conditions we use the same low cost and very
aged TV camera placed there by the security service�
Image sequences thus show high noise in chromatic resti�
tution which a�ects above all the colors similar to the
grey� showing hue components that vary remarkably in
the same frame in apparently uniform regions� In spite
of these di�culties the tested sequences� which include
a large set of situations with di�erent weathers and di�
urnal lighting� have been satisfactory �ltered� Trying
to give a mere quantitative description of simulation re�
sults may be not so meaningful so we decided to give a
less formal but more evident report� Each �ltered blob
is judged on the base of its qualitative appearance con�
sidering that it should be sent to a shape classi�cation
module�
The chosen classi�cation classes are� optimum �shad�

ows correctly removed and target not corrupted�� good
�most part of shadow removed and�or target almost
complete�� scarce �parts of shadow not removed and�or
less than ��� of the target corrupted�� worst �shad�
ows not removed and�or more than ��� of the target
corrupted�� About ��� blobs were tested� giving 	��
optimum� ��� good� ��� scarce and �� worst results �
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